Contains materials from Albert Wilbur's scrapbook of his tenure as Worthy Grand Chief of ATO (1941-1946), including:

1941  ATO 37th Biennial Congress
      Official Visit to Michigan Beta Omicron
      Official Visit to Nebraska Gamma Theta
      National Interfraternity Conference/National Panhellenic Congress
      Chapter Newsletters (Indiana Gamma Omicron, Idaho Delta Tau)
      Officers' Conference, Province XIX
      Trip to Washington, DC
      Conclave, Province VI

1942  Founders' Day Conclave, Province VII
      60th Anniversary of Pennsylvania Alpha Upsilon
      50th Anniversary of Ohio Beta Omega
      Conclave, Province I
      Official Visit to Indiana Zeta Omicron
      University of Illinois clippings and information
      Various newslippings and souvenirs, including Michigan Beta Omicron newsletter

Also contains materials which were apparently intended for a scrapbook by Wilbur or family members, including:

1886 & 1963  Birth and death certificates (copies)
      early 1900's Childhood and adolescent photos, photos of Wilbur in his lieutenant's uniform, photo of Woodrow Wilson (Wilbur served in his honor guard at the Versailles Peace Conference), childhood book Half Hours with the Bible
[1906]  Photos of Michigan Beta Omicron with Wilbur as undergraduate
1940  Installation of Michigan Epsilon Eta (?)
1942  Photos of Officer's Conference, Champaign, IL
1943-44 Installation of Ohio Epsilon Kappa and Senate pass
1944  Installation of Oklahoma Epsilon Lambda
1946-59 Correspondence and newslippings regarding Bert Wilbur Tribute Book, presented in 1946
1947  Installation of Illinois Epsilon Xi
1954-1958 Photos of Worthy Grand Chiefs
      At  ATO Necklace

And a large collection of isolated photos from Wilbur's tenure and subsequent years, including:

1943  Installation of Washington, D.C. Epsilon Iota
1955  Chicago ATO Alumni Founders' Day banquet
1956  Province Island Congress, Province II
1960  Asheville Congress, Province II
1962  Pittsburgh Congress
1963 Chicago ATO Alumni Founders' Day Banquet

Box 2:

Contains the tribute book presented to Wilbur at the 1946 Congress Banquet with over 3000 messages from ATO members, alumni, and officers.